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**neuroscience in education the good**
Why study Neuroscience and Education? Neuroscience is influencing educational thinking and practice across the world. Insights from neuroscience are relevant for learners at all levels of ability, and

**neuroscience and education**
Current educational controversies require an understanding that education is never “a-political.” As APA and Division 15 address
systemic racism, orchestrated political attacks threaten educators’

can ed psych inform education for the greater good?
At this year’s 3-Minute Thesis competition, Hickmott delivered a presentation about his thesis titled Build-A-Brain Workshop: Towards a Golden Era of Neuroscience that saw him win the competition’s

rmit: unfolding the mysteries of the brain
Summary: A new meta-analysis focuses on what we know, and what we don’t know about what’s good and bad for our health. A new set of meta-analyses clarifies the often complex and contradictory health

new star rating system helps people make informed decisions about diet and healthy habits
A study linked “fear of missing out” to misconduct, drug and alcohol use, and breaking the law among college students – adding to growing research on the potential harms of FOMO.

can fomo drive you to drink?
This preprint has “severe consequences to the field of neuroscience,” tweeted Camille Testard It could be! That’s a good suggestion. We do not know why we find these strong « non-necessary »

community newsletter: neuroscience game changers, genetics meeting highlights
MIND Research Institute, a neuroscience and education social impact organization dedicated to ensuring that all students are mathematically equipped to solve the world’s most challenging problems,

mind research institute debuts insightmath, a neuroscience-based elementary curriculum
Reformed heroin addict leads speakers for ‘NBI Connected’ event to highlight need to focus on workplace wellness

remote workers at high risk of anxiety, warns neuroscientist

Other animal species have produced commercially successful artists famous examples of non-human abstract painters include Pigcasso the rescue pig, Congo the chimpanzee and Ruby the elephant but only *what it means to be good with your hands* Learn more about Vigil Neuroscience Inc's (VIGL) stock grades for Growth and Estimate Revisions and determine whether this Biotechnology & Medical Research stock meets your investment needs.

**is vigil neuroscience inc (vigl) stock a good investment?**

Andrews said that since abortion rights are now being decided at a state level, she and her friends who are pre-med must consider how their future learning might be impacted. Which state they end

**pre-med students see lack of abortion education,**

**discourse in their classes**

A new study suggests that wild blueberries may help improve brain processing speed in older adults with age-related cognitive decline.

**feel like you're thinking slower with age? eat some wild blueberries, study says**

Although we spend more than ninety percent of our lives inside buildings, we understand very little about how the built environment affects our behavior, thoughts, emotions, and well-being. We are

**mind in architecture: neuroscience, embodiment, and the future of design**

Researchers from the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai have learned that the way the brain processes the complex emotion of regret may be linked to an individual’s ability to cope with stress,